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Dear Readers,

As we enter to the moments of sovereignty & liberty when two sublime nations share & celebrate the existence of their
beloved homelands in the same month with only a few hours difference, to honor the Independence merriment of two
countries with one land & one history, we whole heartedly infuse the spirit of freedom into our issue & share with you
the moments of high momentum when at border two nations gather every year to witness the glory of their lands &
forces, chant the slogans of their motherlands & celebrate the enthusiasm with spectacular passion! Yes, we are talking
about the Pak-Indo Independence days when the craze & the happiness of being free reach the sky.
Along with our dedication to the independence of Pakistan & India, we also incorporate the sense of being Canadian by
featuring an endearing social personality from Montreal, Canada–Mr Mohammad Zamir, who is running for the riiding
for LaSalle-Émard-Verdun in the next Fedral Elections of 2015 representing Conservative Party of Canada.
Our magazine always pays special attention to South Asian weddings so keeping the tradition alive, we are featuring a
romantic wedding shoot of a charming couple who recently tied the knot to share their life journeys as one. Our best
wishes to the the couple!!
On our Rendezvous pages, this month we are featuring two bold & inspiring men from Montreal Canada, one of whom
is a passionate Cricketer- Arman Usman & the other is a mesmerizing singer – Master D! There is more enticing stuff
inside for you to read & enjoy
Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete

Historic land swap between India and Bangladesh after 70 years

Foreign Visitors To Canada To Face Electronic Screening
Starting Saturday, Ottawa will start accepting applications for electronic travel authorization from foreign travellers who wish
to visit Canada by air. Millions of travellers will soon face another layer of red tape when they try to visit Canada. Starting
Saturday, Ottawa will start accepting applications for electronic travel authorization (eTA)
from people who wish to travel to Canada by air. Prospective travellers have until March 15
to submit their biographic, passport and other personal information through Citizenship and
Immigration Canada’s website for pre-screening or face being denied entry when the border
enforcement kicks in. The new measure part of the harmonization with the United States’
travel security system will apply to most air passengers, including all applicants for study
and work permits, as well as those who come from countries that currently do not require
a visa to come to Canada. “Providing the information required by these amendments will
allow Canada to determine the admissibility of foreign nationals before they arrive at the border and whether their travel poses
migration or security risks,” the immigration department says. The eTA system will “enhance data-gathering capacity, improve
intelligence, close the gap on the lack of information that is provided for commercial aviation inbound traffic.

Bangladesh, India Exchange Land Islands In Historic Deal
DAHALA-KHAGRABARI, BANGLADESH: Bangladesh and India prepared on Friday to swap tiny islands of land, ending one
of the world’s most intractable border disputes that has kept thousands of people in stateless limbo for nearly 70 years.
Officials of two nations will hoist their respective national flags in 162 enclaves
111 in Bangladesh and 51 in India at one minute past midnight (1801 GMT Friday)
to assume sovereignty over the territories following a historic border pact in
June. Following the flag hoisting, the enclaves pockets of one country’s territory
surrounded by the other will cease to exist and more than 50,000 people who have
been living there can now access citizenship benefits such as schools, power and
healthcare that they have lacked since 1947. In the final hours before the handover,
villagers have been holding feasts and rehearsing their new national anthems. Plans
for more lavish festivities have been scaled back as India is currently observing a
period of national mourning for former president APJ Kalam, who died earlier this week.

Tories Take Huge Lead In Latest Poll
Stephen Harper’s Conservatives have vaulted to a huge lead in voter support thanks, largely, to the distribution of $3-billion
worth of benefit cheques to parents earlier this week, a new poll says. Mainstreet Research, in a survey provided exclusively
to Postmedia Network, has Stephen Harper’s party enjoying almost the same level of support this week that it got in the
general election of 2011 when the party won its first-ever majority government.
Mainstreet asked more than 5,000 Canadians who they’d vote for if an election
where held now, and 38% of decided voters picked the Tories. In the 2011 general
election, 39% actually voted Conservative. Thomas Mulcair’s NDP were in second
at 27% and Justin Trudeau’s Liberals were third at 25%. No survey published by a
major pollster since Trudeau got elected leader in the spring of 2013 has had the
Conservatives above 35%. Of the nine polls published by other pollsters in the last
month, the Conservatives were between 27% and 32%. “These are remarkably
strong numbers. It is indeed Christmas in July for Conservatives,” said Quito Maggi,
Mainstreet’s president. Mainstreet surveyed 5,147 Canadians using an interactive voice response telephone poll that hits both
landline and cell subscribers. A poll of this size -- the largest “horserace” sample of any poll done by anyone so far this year
-- has a margin of error of 1.37% 19 times out of 20.
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Only A Deal Can Stop Iran From
Producing Nuclear Weapons: Kerry
WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State John Kerry has warned American
lawmakers that Iran has already ‘mastered’ the technology to make fissile
material and only a deal could stop it from making
weapons. Mr Kerry and other members of the
Obama cabinet appeared before the House Foreign
Affairs Committee on Tuesday afternoon to defend
a nuclear deal with Iran signed earlier this month.
The House, where the rival Republicans have a
controlling majority, was hostile to Mr Kerry and
his colleagues who had several bouts of tense
exchanges with the lawmakers. Republicans
oppose the deal and have vowed to undo it. But to
do so, they need to vacate a presidential veto for which they need support
from at least 14 Democrats in the Senate, where the Republicans only have
a simple majority. “They have mastered the ability to produce significant
stockpiles of fissile material. And you have to have that to make a nuclear
weapon,” Mr Kerry told the panel. “We can’t bomb away that knowledge
anymore than you can sanction it away.” House Speaker John Boehner
has vowed that his congressional caucus will “do everything possible to
stop” the agreement.

PPP Throws Weight Behind Beleaguered
PTI Over De-Seating Uproar
ISLAMABAD: Angry opposition parties rivaling the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf
(PTI) are making a fresh attempt to bar the party from the National Assembly,
after a judicial commission ruled against Imran Khan’s allegations of rigging
in the May 2013 elections. With the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM)
and Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F) demanding to de-seat the PTI, the party
said Thursday that its return to
the assembly was based on an
agreement with the government.
Outside Parliament, senior PTI
leader Shah Mehmood Qureshi
asked why PTI lawmakers were
allowed to attend budget sessions
if the party was not considered
a part of the assembly. His
statement comes two days after
voting was deferred in the National Assembly on a resolution submitted by
the MQM and JUI-F to de-seat PTI lawmakers from the NA, owing to their
absence from the lower house of parliament during the party’s 126-day
sit-in in Islamabad. The prime minister has asked the parties to take back
their resolutions, but the MQM and JUI-F have requested time to consider
the move.

Lt.-Col. Mason Stalker,
Based In Edmonton,
Faces Sex Charges

A high-ranking member of the Canadian
Forces based in Edmonton faces a number
of sex-related charges for offences alleged
to have occurred between 1998 and 2007
while the member was a mentor with a local
army cadet group.
Lt.-Col. Mason Stalker, 40, a commanding
officer of the 1st Battalion, Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry has been
charged with:
• Three counts of sexual assault.
• Four counts of sexual exploitation.
• One count of sexual interference.
• One count of invitation to sexual touching.
• One count of breach of trust by a public
officer.
The charges were laid after an investigation
by the Canadian Forces National
Investigation
Service
(CFNIS.)
The
complainant was a minor at the time of the
alleged incidents. He came forward earlier
this year.
Stalker appeared in an Edmonton courtroom
this morning and was released on bail. He
must adhere to a number of conditions,
including staying away from places where
children gather such as at pools, parks and
daycares and cannot have any contact with
cadets 18 years of age or younger.
“These are serious and significant charges
under the Criminal Code of Canada,” said
Lt.-Col. Francis Bolduc, commanding officer
of CFNIS. Gen. Jonathan Vance, chief of the
defence staff, also declined comment.
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ARMAN
USMAN
Brutal with the bat, slippery
with the ball and with
enough body art that he
could open up his own
exhibition, ‘Arman Usman’
an emerging young star
of Cricket firmament
in Canada exclusively
speaks to Syncmag about
his cricket journey since
childhood, his inspirations,
role models, experiences,
obstacles and his love &
passion for cricket.
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Syncmag: How did you get interested in cricket?
What got you into the game?
Arman: I had gotten familiar with the game when I had gone
to Pakistan at the age of 6 where I saw everyone around
me playing the sport. My uncles would play daily and the
passion with which they played the game with, had caught
onto me. It’s been an obsession since then.
Syncmag: You got years of cricket training from
SenyoNyakutseFormer Zimbabwe National Player&
Founder of Cricket Montreal, what were your
learnings from Senyo himself?
Arman: I’ve learnt basically everything I’ve learnt about
cricket, through him. As a kid, I would engulf myself to cricket
every day. I had a really solid knowledge of the game, its
rules, the players and the “theory” part of it. Since the day we
got internet, I’ve been on Cricinfo everyday. I learnt how to
read through reading Cricinfo articles. So I knew what cricket
was. But in terms of the actual playing of cricket, I learnt
everything from him. And when we weren’t talking about
cricket, he would be passing on life lessons, tips and advice. I
wanted to learn everything from him.

Syncmag: You have a fairy-tale story. A young kid
with dreams, has the world against him but goes
against the grain to chase his dream. You’ve
through some serious struggles since an early age
to pursue cricket. Who helpedyou get through
these times? How did you stay focused?
Arman: I truly believe that I’ve done nothing special or
out of this world. There does seems to be an unnecessary
hype around me. There are loads of passionate individuals
in this world who are working very hard to get to where
they need to be. Working 10x harder than me. I put in the
effort I needed to put and got results in return.It’s basic life
skills. The person who has helped me greatly in my life is my
coach; SenyoNyakutse. He had instilled belief in me, passed
on the ethics of the game and taught me much more than
just cricket. I was an unsure 15 year old kid when he met
me and through some serious training, discipline and motiv,
he’s made me into who I am today. I will forever be in debt
to him for what he has done for me and my family. In terms
of focus, I always had one goal in mind and that was to one
day play professional cricket at the highest level and nothing
around me would make me budge from that. In times of
self-doubt, my teammates and Coach would be the ones
guiding me.

“

The person who has helped me greatly in
my life is my coach Senyo Nyakutse. He had
instilled belief in me, passed on the ethics of
the game and taught me much more than
just cricket

“

Syncmag: It is a pleasure to sit down and talk to
you Mr. Usman. Before we begin, tell us; Who is
Arman Usman? Describe yourself in a few words.
Arman: Thank you for having me. My name is Arman and
I am an aspiring cricketer from Montreal, QC Canada. In
terms of cricket, I am a right handed batsman and leg-spin
bowler.
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Syncmag: Who were your idols while growing up?
Arman: My idols growing up were Sachin Tendulkar,
Saeed Anwar, Shane Warneand Shoaib Akhtar. I loved
Sachin’s humility, Saeed’s strokeplay, Shane Warne’s
leg spinning ability and the brute passion with
which Shoaib played the game. Seeing him huffing
and puffing, at full-sprint from the boundary and
viciously letting the ball go as fast he can was very
exciting to watch every time. He had attitude, talent
and speed. For me, the epitome of a showman, fast
bowler. A person whom people will pay to watch. Til’
this day, one of my most favorite sportsmen to watch
on the field. New what cricket was. But in terms of
the actual playing of cricket, I learnt everything from
him. And when we weren’t talking about cricket, he
would be passing on life lessons, tips and advice. I
wanted to learn everything from him.

Cricket has the ability to help kids
become good human beings.

“

Syncmag: We are just overwhelmed as you are at the age ofonly 21
with such major cricketing achievements, how did all this came to
happen? And what are your feelings like? How do you feel?
Arman: I feel like there is much to be done. I don’t think of anything
I’ve done as major yet. Again, unnecessary hype around me which
shouldn’t be there. I’ve played a season in England and have trained
at other places around the world but I’d like to do much more. I feel
normal. I’m still the same person at heart as I was before travelling. I do
feel wiser and have gained more life experience but still same person
at heart. Everything that has happened so far, is the result of work I’ve
put in over the years. But that’s now behind me and I’d like to focus on
the future.
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“As a kid, I was very quiet and

shy. I didn’t have much friends, if
any. I was very low on self-belief
and had trouble expressing
myself. Through playing cricket
and the guidance of Senyo, I
was able to gain the confidence
and self-belief that I had always
lacked.

“

Syncmag: Where was your first tour to? How was it?
Arman: The first tour I ever did was a 6-week world tour. It was when I
was 19 and in one tour, I had travelled to New York, London, Dubai and
then Karachi. It was a phenomenal tour to take as I was by myself. No
mum or dad. Just a regular, 19 year old kid against the world. It was all
done for the purpose of training and surrounding myself with cricket in
countries where the sport was huge. I got to train at the MCC Academy
at Lords (England) and the ICC Global Cricket Academy (Dubai) with
former Pakistani opening batsman, MudassarNazar. Got to meet so
many interesting people in cricketing fields and just regular everyday
interactions. There was just so much to learn from both a cricketing
and life perspective.

Syncmag: You have been featured on National TV
such as CBC, CityTV and Global TV (to name a few),
what is the pressure to go on national TV?
Arman: There is definitely a bit of butterflies before
going on TV as you don’t know how people are going
to receive it. If whether you had said the right thing
or whether you’re coming off too strong. Especially
when going LIVE to an audience who knows little
or nothing about cricket. So whatever I say or do
is their perception of what cricket is. It is a huge
responsibility to have and I completely embrace it.
My job is to make sure that cricket is portrayed as
the sport it truly is, the Gentleman’s sport.

Sync Rendezvous
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the day we got internet, I’ve been
“ Since
on Cricinfo every day. I learnt how to

read through reading Cricinfo articles. So
I knew what cricket was.

“

“

Syncmag: The cricket scene in Canada is in a transition
phase, what are the challenges ahead for Canadian players?
And what is the future of cricket in Canada? Are we about
to see the next wave of young Canadian cricketers come
through?
Arman: I truly believe that the younger generation of current
Canadian cricketers are better prepared than previous
generations. With the emergence of private academies
such as Cricket Montreal, Ontario Cricket Academy, Alberta
Schools and Cricket Association (ASCA), etc, proper cricket
coaching is being provided to kids nationwide. It is the
definite step towards growing the sport. The grassroots level
should be strong and the game should grow from there.
There are other aspects of the game in Canada that should
be improved however that is beyond the control of private
academies and coaches.

Syncmag: We’ve asked a few serious questions. To ease
thingsa bit, a more of a fun question. You’re a humble, mature,
handsome young man. How are you with the ladies? Any
relationships?
Arman: (Smiles and Blushes) That’s a nice question (Smiles
again). I wouldn’t consider myself “good with the ladies” at all.
I’ve always been somewhat shy and reserved my whole life. I’m
able to talk and all now with no hesitancy but I keep it to friends
only. My friends from high school would tell you the exact same
thing (Laughs). If I find somebody then we’ll see. For the time
being, I just want to focus on the goals ahead.

“

I want to give back to everyone. Whether it’s a thought,
insight, perspective or saying. I want to be able to
impact someone in a positive manner. Life is a long,
hard journey but it is an interesting one. If I can do
something to contribute to someone’s well being then it
is something I would do in a heartbeat.

“

Syncmag: What remained your greatest inspiration through
your cricket journey so far?
Arman: My greatest inspiration through my journey so far
has been my childhood. As a kid, I was very quiet and shy. I
didn’t have much friends, if any. I was very low on self-belief
and had trouble expressing myself. Through playing cricket
and the guidance of Senyo, I was able to gain the confidence
and self belief that I had always lacked. When I look back
at everything that has happened and the way that cricket
has helped me become the person I am;THAT is my biggest
inspiration. Cricket has the ability to help kids become good
human beings. The character building, the morals and the
values that this game presents are all attributes that every
human on earth should live by. If everyone in this world learnt
something from the games’ traits, then the world would be a
more welcoming and peaceful place.

Syncmag: How do you stay so strong minded? What drives you
to continue playing the game?
Arman: I just love the game. Everything about it. I forget about
the world when I’m playing and feel like I can do anything. It’s a
beautiful game. able to talk and all now with no hesitancy but I
keep it to friends only. My friends from high school would tell you
the exact same thing (Laughs). If I find somebody then we’ll see.
For the time being, I just want to focus on the goals ahead.
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Syncmag: Sitting in the dugout, how do you judge cricketers
during a game?
Arman: When you’re in the dugout out, watching the game
unfold, it generally means that your team is batting. Which means
that you’re judging/analyzing the opposing team that is fielding.
When I’m doing that, I look at fielding placements at first. I try to
read the game as to where each person is placed, the areas the
bowler is pitching and the body language of the bowler himself.
Him being far away, it is very difficult to know what is happening
but the physical aspects should make it more than apparent as
to what is about to unfold Rian work. Whether its helping kids in
need of education, food, water or poverty stricken countries OR
even helping kids here in Montreal. To help them stay away from
the streets and bad influences. I want to give back to everyone.
Whether it’s a thought, insight, perspective or saying. I want to
be able to impact someone in a positive manner. Life is a long,
hard journey but it is an interesting one. If I can do something to
contribute to someone’s well-being then it is something I would
do in a heartbeat. A quiet kid in the back of the class and I’ve
accepted that.

“

“

I had gotten familiar with the game when
I had gone to Pakistan at the age of 6 where
I saw everyone around me playing the sport.

Syncmag: You’re a very humble individual. The answers in this
Q&A speak for itself. Why do you come off like that?
Arman: I’m not sure but I’ve always admired humility on part of
individuals. I’ve never been the outrageous, out going type. Just
a quiet kid in the back of the class and I’ve accepted that.
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Syncmag: Where do you see yourself in 5 years? What is
your dream?
Arman: (With a huge glow in his eyes) As a cricketer, in
5 years from now, I would like to see myself in the IPL.
That is my dream. I visualize it every day. There is a law of
physics called the “Law of Attraction”. A law stating that
your thoughts have physical power. I’ve used it and seen
it happen first hand. I have a vision board at home with
pictures of the IPL, Shah Rukh Khan (KKR Owner), Sachin
Tendulkar and numerous other goals. Playing in the IPL is
my ultimate dream. As my own man, I’d like to provide
a healthy and strong lifestyle for my family and parents.
They’ve worked really hard to raise us in a country that is
unknown to them. I want to make sure that I give them
everything that they deserve and more. I’d also like to
help my coach, Senyo, with his ventures. I’d also like to get
into humanitarian work. Whether its helping kids in need
of education, food, water or poverty stricken countries OR
even helping kids here in Montreal. To help them stay away
from the streets and bad influences. I want to give back to
everyone. Whether it’s a thought, insight, perspective or
saying. I want to be able to impact someone in a positive
manner. Life is a long, hard journey but it is an interesting
one. If I can do something to contribute to someone’s
well-being then it is something I would do in a heartbeat.
A quiet kid in the back of the class and I’ve accepted that.

Syncmag: Anything you would like to say to our readers!
Arman: Yes! (Says with excitement) Pursue your dreams
and follow your passion. Obstacles are all part of life. You
have to get up on your feet and keep moving forward. The
only person that stops you from getting you to where you
need to be is you. Dream big! The world is your canvas.
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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JOINT INDEPENDENCE DAY
CELEBRATIONS AT WAGHA BORDER
Freedom… to build a better future, together

The partition of India took place in 1947, ending 350 years of British rule
and forming the self-governing countries of Pakistan and India. The Indian
Independence Act was decided for Aug. 15, but Pakistan came into existence
one day earlier on Aug. 14 so the British viceroy, Lord (Louis) Mountbatten,
could attend both ceremonies in the two newly formed countries.
Pakistan & India mark its Independence Day each year on 14th & 15th
August with ceremonies, celebrations and festivities across the borders.
And especially with flag hoisting ceremony on WAGAH Border! The days
also see the exchange of sweets on the Wagah border, numerous flag raising
ceremonies and thousands of messages of hope and prosperity shared by
ordinary citizen.
The Wagah Border is a historically and culturally significant place.
The popular Beating Retreat parade, also known as ‘lowering of the
flags’ ceremony, is a must see, especially on Independence Day when
patriotic feelings are at their zenith.
Actually, Wagah is a village situated near a road border crossing, goods
transit terminal and a railway station between Pakistan and India, and
lies on the Grand Trunk Road between the cities of Amritsar, India,
and Lahore, Pakistan.
The village lies 600 meters west of the Border line. At the time of
independence in 1947, the migrants from the Indian parts of the
subcontinent entered the present day Pakistan through this border
crossing. In Pakistan the Border crossing is known as Wahga Border
whereas in India it is called Atari Border crossing, named after the
Indian village Atari, which lies 500 meters east of the border line
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
within Indian Territory.
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The Wagah Border, which is about 27 km from Amritsar, is the only open legal border between India and
Pakistan. The two nations are separated here by two heavy iron gates set 2 meters apart.
The border is particularly known for the elaborate Beating Retreat ceremony that happens at the border
gate, two hours before sunset each day. The flag ceremony is conducted by Indian Border Security Force (BSF)
and Pakistan Rangers (PR) since 1959.
The drill is characterized by elaborate and rapid dance-like maneuvers, which has been described as “colourful”
and “silly”. It is alternatively a symbol of the two countries’ rivalry, as well as brotherhood and cooperation
between the two nations.
The parade happens simultaneously on both sides of the Wagah Border in Amritsar, that is, on the Indian side
and on the Pakistani side. Soldiers dressed in smart uniforms and high polished black boots do a vigourous
high-kick march with a stern look on their faces. As part of the parade, the soldiers snort and raise their hands
with closed fists in the air almost as if they are going to hit their imaginary enemy.
Just as the sun is about to set, the iron gates are opened on both the Indian and Pakistani side of the Wagah
Border and the flags of both countries are lowered simultaneously. The actions are perfectly choreographed.
The superbly matched actions are truly worth a watch. The national flags are then folded ceremoniously by
the soldiers and taken back to their respective countries.
The ceremony ends with a retreat that involves a crisp salute between the soldiers from both sides of the
border. This is followed by the heavy iron gates being slammed shut. The cries of the crowds on both sides
can be heard chanting ‘Pakistan Zindabad’ and ‘Jai Hind’ simultaneously.
Although the Retreat ceremony attracts visitors all year round, the patriotic fervour on Independence Day
remains unmatched. The crowds start collecting quite a while before the ceremony begins, waving flags,
chanting slogans, cheering and encouraging the guards to crank up their performances.
In a nutshell… The Wagah Border is a historically and culturally significant place and the Beating Retreat
parade is a must-see, especially on Independence Day when the patriotism and fervourstare at fever
pitch.
th
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Up close and personal with

Mohammad

ZAMIR

Mr. Mohammad ZAMIR,
was born and raised in
Abbottabad, Pakistan and
migrated to Canada in
2005. He is Chief Executive
of the UMEED Television
Network & Weekly Umeed
Canada community Urdu
& English Newspaper. His
passion and vision resulted
in Weekly Umeed Canada
newspaper launched in
2009 in Montreal (Quebec)
Canada and later on in big cities all over
Canada. On March 2011, he embarked
the journey for Umeed Multicultural
Television Network, striving to make it
a raising network on news, bulletins,
and entertainment for ages to come.
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Mr. Zamir had been a fervent President
CPC LaSalle-Emard for two years.
Being in business, journalism &
politics for many years Zamir is not
only a multi-talented man but also a
passionate social worker & community
leader. Now he is the official candidate
of Conservative Party of Canada & is
working to win the right to represent
the residents of LaSalle-ÉmardVerdun in the next Federal Election
2015.

of Canadians. His experience and
knowledge of government will enable
him to get results for LaSalle-ÉmardVerdun & to ensure that families in
LaSalle-Émard-Verdun have access
to the tools and resources they
need from the Federal Government
to get to where they want to be. He
will draw on his passion, dedication
and tremendous work ethic to give
LaSalle-Émard-Verdun a strong voice
in Ottawa.

Mr. Zamir knows and has the access Syncmag sincerely wish him the best
to grass roots problems of all classes of luck for his riding!
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Pakistani and Indian Designers to showcase side by side at the
Indo-Pak cultural collaborative platform ‘Shaan-e-Pakistan’
Shaan-e-Pakistanis an initiative of designer Huma Nassrand is envisioned as a platform for Indian and Pakistani fashion talent
to showcase their craft on a unified stage as a means to create further awareness of the fashion prowess of the Subcontinent
and to strengthen the bond between the two countries.The three day indo-Pak cultural collaboration ‘Shaan-e-Pakistan’, is
set to host Pakistani Designers/Brand and Indian Designers ensembles ranging from bridals, prêt, luxe- prêt to high-street and
lawnin India.Detailed Event and Exhibition information pertaining to Shaan-e-Pakistan were shared during a press conference
held for the platform at Pearl Continental Karachi.
The press conference was well-attended by esteemed members of the press, members of the fashion fraternity and media
personalities including Nadia Hussain, Amjad Sabri, Akhta rChanal, Jimmy Engineer, Chef Zakir and Chef Gulzar among others.
During the press conference, acclaimed director Mahesh Bhatt and renowned actor Javed Sheikh showed their support for the
platform through specially recorded video messages played on occasion. Another creative video segment demonstrated how
the general public on both sides of the border truly felt about their neighboursa nd how they believed in cultural and social
harmony between the two nations. Acclaimed musician Amjad Sabri also shared a few words about the cultural similarities
of Pakistan & India and how beneficial it could be for both countries to set aside their differences and work together to
promote trade, art and culture together on a unified platform such as Shaan-e-Pakistan. The event concluded with Huma
Nassr, founder of Shaan-e-Pakistan, elaborating upon her vision for the platform and expounding on the structure and content
of the 3 day event.
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Zara Shahjahan Eid
Lawn 2015
Zara Shahjahan Eid Lawn 2015 is a
collection of fashion forward lawn based
in a dynamic color palette that consists of
pastel undertones. The collection features
a selection of experimental and fun jungle
prints that have been embellished with
ethereal embroideries. The collection also
stands out for its creative use of Swarovski
Elements in two of its designs, adding
luxury, exclusivity and sophistication to the
trendy outfits. The Eid Lawn will be available
in unstitched 3 piece suits in attractive price
points ranging from PKR 6,595 to PKR 8,595.
The label’s Eid Lawn 2015 collection has
been independently designed, produced
and manufactured completely in-house at
Zara Shahjahan.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Sync Rendezvous

Up close and personal with

Master D

Canadian-Bengali singer and producer, Subir Dev known as Master-D, is no
stranger to the international music scene, having previously been fulltime
with the popular group – The Bilz & Kashif and also being featured on the
BBC Asian Network, where we watched it steadily climb up the charts above
other more veteran artists has now gone on to pursue solo projects with
the release of his R&B and folk inspired Bangla song, “Aye Raat” ft. Nivla.
Syncmag team got to chat with the most talented man!

Syncmag: Where you get your inspiration from?
Master D : IUstad Zakir Hussain who is just an amazing
master of the tabla. To me he put Tabla on the map and
I am trying to do the same to bangla music. Growing
up I have always been surrounded by Bollywood film
music. One of my favorite composers from India are
R.D Burman and A.R Rehman. They have changed the
way Indian popular music is today. which I’m trying
to achieve with bangla music. In the western world I
was moved by the production from Timbaland, Dark
child, DJ Mustard to name a few. As a versatile music
producer I like to feed my brain with all kind of music
that exist in this world.

“

Whenever I cried my mother would give me a pair of Tabla
( Indian drums) that would stop me from crying instantly.
I learnt to sing under the guidance of my mother who
herself was a semi-classical singer. But musical interest
got spiked up when I came to Canada.

Syncmag: Formally, you teamed up with household
band The Bilz & Kashif making lot of success and
now are branching out on a solo career, what
made you took the decision?
Master D : I actually had done a bangla album many
years back before The Bilz and Kashif existed. When I
approached the labels I was told that my music was too
advanced for its time which I took as a complement.
I decided to put it aside and concentrate on Hindi/
Punjabi pop urban scene instead. After having done
3 albums with The Bilz & Kashif and toured over 45
cities around the world, it allowed me to realize the
potential of great music. I’ve noticed that lot of
young generation Bengalis in North America don’t
listen to bangla songs and I wanted to change that.
It’s time someone puts Bangla music on the map
and I want to be that person. I want to represent all
the Bengalis Worldwide and bring pride to the Bangla
music scene.

“

Syncmag: Your singles ‘Aye Raat’ & ‘Desi Chick’, representing Bangla music, gone viral on various radio
stations & got impressive number of downloads too, what efforts have you put making these masterpieces &
now what’s your feelings on such a huge success?
Master D:“Aye Raat” is the first bangla track which I have released to test the waters. To my surprise, everyone
was loving the movement that I call “Bangla Urban”. It soon gained over 20,000 downloads in 1 month then
radio stations started picking it up and Nadia Ali on BBC Asian Network made it the track of the week. I then went
to release my next hit single “Desi Chick” and that changed the Bangla music scene in terms of the video quality.
The video was shot by Amit Kehar, and today it stands with over 100,000 views! It made its way to MTV Indies in
India being the very first Bangla Urban video to air on TV! That for me is probably the best feeling ever knowing that
people realize my revolution. My fanbase supporting It and all this buzz pushed me to go ahead and produce a full
scale album.

Syncmag: It seems you’re now on aim to transform
Bangla Music scene by lending your innovative
sound to the genre, please do share your inner most
intentions with us, what desires you to bring change
on international scale?
Master D: I have been living in North America for many
years now and have noticed that not many Bengalis
listen to Bangla music. Most new generations listen to
R&B/hip hop /dance hall. I wanted to do something for
the community and make them proud of who they are
by giving Bangla music an edge and introduce it to the
World , that’s why I’ve decided to fuse Urban with
Bangla. I’ll take one step at a time to conquer the world
but I’m already making it known as an international
sound!
Syncmag: Recently, you’ve released debut
single‘Tension Stress’ featuring the King of Desi
Hip-Hop, Bohemia, how the experience working
with Bohemia remained so far & what results do you
expect from the single?
Master D: This is the first time that Bangla got fused with
Punjabi. I am a very strong believer on mixing cultures
together. When I had completed “Tension Stress” I
wanted to add that language mix and the first person
who came to my mind was Bohemia. Bohemia had
always respect for the music production I was doing.
He is a pioneer of Punjabi Rap in the same way I am
pioneering Bangla Urban. When he heard the track, he
didn’t hesitate to jump on it. He was in India at that
time touring, went in the studio recorded his part. We
then flew to Palm Springs shot the video with PeeZee
and now its history! Adding the two elements together
made this song a masterpiece. So far the support has
been amazing from fans all across the world, in just 3
weeks we hit 60,000 views and radio stations all over are
supporting it. I’m proud of that achievement and I have
so much more to come!
Syncmag: You have also signed a major deal with
Universal Music India, being the very first North
American Bangla Urban artist to do so for your
Bangla Album. Could we please know some details
of the project?
Master D: My label, Bilz Music had approached Universal
a while back and things take time. While I was working
on my 2 singles Aye Raat and Desi Chick independently
my sound just took off in the Bangla community. Then
when they heard the album they were surprised as they
have never heard urban Bangla songs and the great
traction I was gaining, Soon after we signed a deal. It is
a dream to be signed to a Major Label for any artists and
for me it feels like a great step towards the revolution of
Bangla music. Feels Great!!

Syncmag: Being International producer & artist
you’re making waves across world with your musical
tracks, let us know how did you get into the field?
Master D : IIt started since I was a toddler. Whenever I
cried my mother would give me a pair of Tabla ( Indian
drums) that would stop me from crying instantly. I learnt
to sing under the guidance of my mother who herself
was a semi-classical singer. But musical interest got
spiked up when I came to Canada. The varieties of music
that was available it was like a heaven for music for me.
When I was in College I met Vicious who was DJ doing
his party all across north America. He introduced me to
the Hip-hop music. We then Formed a Group called The
Bilz For the next few years we release 3 Albumsof Indian
Bollywood Remix Tapes that did amazing selling 7000
+copies. I then decided to do something more original
from there on kept on making history with The Bilz and
Kashif with 3 Albums on the belt, wining many awards,
opening up for Enrique Iglesias , Unforgettable tour with
Bollywood actors at the Rogers Center.

Syncmag: We have seen you sharing stage &
performing with Bangali legend Runa Laila last
year in Montreal. How was the experience?
Master D: I remember when I was a kid, I used to watch
her on TV all the time. She is the Queen of Bangla
music. It was an Honor sharing the stage with her,
felt just amazing hard to describe that moment. Best
part was meeting with her and having her witness the
new generation Bangla Music I’m trying to bring.
Her support just makes things better!

“

Syncmag: Your solo Bangla-Urban Movement is
taking the media by storm, what to expect more
from you in future?
Master D : I have been working relentlessly on my Bangla
album and finally it’s ready to take over.
I have also finished shooting the video for my 2nd single
– “Phenomenon” , its going be amazing, can’t wait
Syncmag: What is music for you, is it your passion?
Master D: Music is everything to me, it’s more than for you all to see it. I have a lot of new collaborations and
passion, it’s a way of life for me. Through music you can so much music that’s going to come out for 2015 that
express all the emotions. Music brings people together Bangla Urban is going to be known!
and can touch everyone’s heart, it does not discriminate
and when it hits you hard it feels great!!!!
Syncmag: Well, we really applaud your efforts
towards betterment of Bangla & Desi Hip-Hop music
in Canada & worldwide & wish you good luck for
future. To wrap up, what message would you like to
give to our readers?
Master D : I would like to thank everyone for your
support on this Bangla Urban movement. I urge you
all to share my music and be part of the movement if
you haven’t yet! My upcoming album will change the
way we perceive Bangla Music. Also a major thank you
to Sync Mag for supporting my new venture. So make
sure you follow me on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
@Masterdonline for more info on my upcoming Album
and new video release.
When I had completed “Tension Stress” I wanted to add
that language mix and the first person who came to my
mind was Bohemia. Bohemia had always respect for the
music production I was doing. He is a pioneer of Punjabi
Rap in the same way I am pioneering Bangla Urban.

“
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Arabian Centre Eid Celebrations 2015
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A FLASHBACK OF MEMORIES!
A LOOK INTO OLD & BOLD ISSUES OF SYNCMAG FEATURING EVER DESIRING,
PEOPLE’S HEART THROB & MOST HUMBLE PERSONALITIES!

Imran Khan

January 2015

A name, recognition, an achievement, an honor, a legendary cricketer
and a revolutionary leader. A fanatical icon, whatever he touches
turn to gold. A leader who threw new soul in the youth of his nation.
Indeed a personality that is incredibly thrilling, inspiring and unwavering. Imran Khan is also
the owner of Pakistan’s largest Cancer Hospital SKMCH. Imran Khan and his wife Reham Khan
graced the cover of Syncmag on their wedding!

Rahat Fateh Ali Khan March 2015
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan a legendary Pakistani singer was born into a
family of Qawwals and classical singers in Faisalabad, Pakistan. He is
the nephew of Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and son of Ustad Farrukh
Fateh Ali Khan and also the grandson of legendary Qawwali singer Fateh Ali Khan. In addition
to Qawwali, he also performs ghazals and other light music. He is popular as a Bollywood and
Lollywood playback singer.

Fawad Khan

November 2014

Fawad Afzal Khan is a Pakistani film and television actor, producer,
singer and model. Khan has established himself as a critically and
commercially acclaimed actor in the Pakistani as well as Indian
television and film industry too. His movies and his performances are acknowledged by Indian
and Pakistani media.
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Sonu Nigam

June 2014

Sonu Nigam is one of the most popular singers of Bollywood. He is
a teen idol who has inspired thousands of young singers across the
country. He also tried his hand at acting and has done few films. Sonu
Nigam has truly made an indelible mark in the industry and continues
to add the melody in life with his flawless voice.

Hassan Sheheryar Yasin

May 2014

Fashion designer Hassan Sheheryar Yasin (HSY) is one of the biggest
names in Pakistan Fashion industry. He is known as the ‘King of
Couture’. Hassan is known to be a very inspirational person, with
deep focus on thoughts and high ambitions. Challenges motivate him.
It has been 20 years of HSY in business.

Atiqa Odho

April 2014

Atiqa Odho a successful entrepreneur, charismatic leader, kind
philanthropist, charming TV personality is proud of Pakistan. A true
patriotic and humanitarian spirit working widely and hardly for the
welfare of Pakistan and its people. Odho has worked in many popular
television and film projects and has been actively involved in both media and the cosmetic
industry in Pakistan .

Hina Rabbani Khar

September 2014

Hina Rabbani Khar is a Pakistani politician and the Foreign Minister
of Pakistan. Appointed in July of 2011, she is the first female and the
youngest person to ever head Pakistani’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
She is articulate, brilliant, enterprising, and very far-sighted for her
age. Moreover, she is humble, approachable, professional, and knows her job very well.
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People Storm To Watch ‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’ In Pakistan
Commenting on Pakistani movies released on Eid along with “Bajrangi Bhaijaan” Lashari said, “The two Pakistani films ‘Wrong No’ and ‘Bin Roye’ are also doing good business on the box office but they have no match to the ‘BB’.” Attributing
the revival of the Pakistani film industry to Indian films, he said that cinema
here is surviving because of exhibition of Indian movies. “The competition
is forcing us to make good movies and this is what exactly happening... The
Indian movies have in fact helped the Pakistani cinema and film industry
in a big way.” However, some distributors of Pakistani films especially of
“Wrong No” and “Bin Roye” have complained that the hall owners are meting
out “step-motherly” treatment towards them. They claim the cinema owners
having multiple screens are giving six shows a day to Bajrangi while running
one show each for “Wrong No” and “Bin Roye”. Pakistan Film Producers Association Chairman Syed Noor said the cinema
owners were giving more shows to the Indian movie which is “regrettable”. “I am going to hold a film convention in Lahore
in which I will?invite producers and directors from across Pakistan to have a discussion on this ‘bad trend’ of giving more
shows to Indian movies,” Noor said. However, he appreciated the ‘healthy competition’ between Pakistani and Indian films.

Preity
Zinta
Praises married and with kids, she did Salt recently released teaser trailer of
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan On where she replaced Tom Cruise. And Bajirao Mastani. Deepika, who will
look at Ms Sharmila Tagore. Some of be featuring in an never seen before
Her Comeback
Preity Zinta is full of praise
for Aishwarya Rai Bachchan’s
comeback in
Sanjay Gupta’s
Jazbaa.
Can
two actresses
ever
be
friends? If one
hears Preity’s
fulsome praise
for Aishwarya, the answer appears
to be in the affirmative. Says Preity,
“Aishwarya is looking absolutely
smashing in the teasers of Jazbaa.
Who says female actors, after
marriage, are no longer in demand?
Ash’s getting the best of both the
worlds. She’s a great mom and wife,
and she’s doing the work that she
wants to, on her own terms.” Preity
Zinta says it’s a myth that married
actresses don’t have a career. “Look
at Angelina Jolie. After getting

her best films came after marriage avatar, is getting calls and messages
and motherhood.” Speaking about from across to wish her on the
her dosti with Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan, Preity Zinta says, “I’ve
been friends with Abhishek and Ash
for many years. But, I also have my
own equation with Ash. She is a cool
mom and great fun to hang around
with.”

Deepika Padukone’s phone
on a buzzing spree
Deepika Padukone, who is currently
spending quality time with her
family, has her phone buzzing nonstop! The actress, who barely
gets time with her family, usually
disconnects from her work to be
with family. But she is having a
hard time with her phone. Reason
being, Deepika is getting constant
congratulatory messages from all
her friends, fans and family for the
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first look of the film! The actress is
looking breathtaking in the sneak
peek of the film and the audience
just can’t seem to get enough!
A spokesperson confirms the news
and adds, “Friends and fans are
reaching out to Deepika to express
their liking and congratulating her
for the first look of the film and the
glimpse of hers that was revealed in
the teaser.”
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Reel Review

Bhajrangi

Bhaijaan

Director: Kabir Khan
Kareena Kapoor

Salman Khan

Harshaali Malthotra

Kabir Khan triumphs with a yet another winner with ‘Bajrangi
Bhaijaan’. Khan delivers a film thats heartwarming, emotional &
extremely entertaining. And Salman is exceptional, delivering his finest
performance to date in the title role.
‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’ Synopsis: A young mute girl from Pakistan loses
herself in India with no way to head back. A devoted man with a
magnanimous spirit undertakes the task to get her back to her
motherland and unite her with her family.
‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’ is a heartwarming tale about love & unity. Though
a subtle father-daughter story at heart, the film is also an effective
commentary on the India-Pakistan conflict/relationship, that exists
even today. The narrative beautifully makes space for humour, strong
emotions & also poignant drama.
While the first-hour, set in India warms up, with defining its characters &
shifting between songs, its the second-hour that takes ‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’
to the epitome. The story shifts to Pakistan & the series of events
that follow with its endearing protagonist & the child, are undeniably
engaging & moving. And the climax, though slightly melodramatic, that
too leaves an impact.
Khan, V. Vijayendra Prasad, Parveez Shaikh & Asad Hussai’s Screenplay

Nawazuddin Siddiqui

Adnan Sami

is excellent. It very believably blends many emotions & also courageously
comments on the long-lasting topic of India-Pakistan. But its done
effectively. Barring the slightly under-whelming climax, the Writing is
consistently engaging otherwise. Khan’s Direction is top-notch. He has
handled the film with skill. Aseem Mishra’s Cinematography captures
the Stunning Locales of Kashmir, superbly. Editing is mostly crisp,
although the film runs for over a 155-minutes. Music by Various Artists
is lovely. Art & Costume Design are satisfactory.
Performance-Wise: Salman is at his best here. As Pawan Kumar
Chaturvedi aka Bajrangi Bhaijaan, the Superstar enacts the god-loving,
clean-hearted soul, with excellence. He’s restrained, affecting &
absolutely lovable, proving once again that he’s much more than a boxoffer thunder. He’s the soul of ‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’. Child Artiste Harshaali
Malhotra is adorable. Her on-screen chemistry with Salman, melts your
heart. Kareena Kapoor Khan is charming in a brief, yet substantial role.
Nawazuddin Siddiqui is top-notch, yet again! He brings the house down
with his brilliant comic-timing & walks away with some of the film’s best
moments, as well. Om Puri shines in a cameo. Sharat Saxena is good.
Others lend fair support.
On the whole, ‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’ has its heart & soul at the right place.
It wins you over completely, with its heart touching story. Strongly
Recommended!
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Platini Set To Run For FIFA Presidency
PARIS: UEFA chief Michel Platini is set to announce in the coming days that he will stand in next year’s election to replace

Sepp Blatter as president of FIFA. A source close to the French UEFA president told AFP on Tuesday that “an announcement
will be made before the end of the week”, while another source confirmed that Platini has
decided to run. When asked, Platini’s spokesman refused to comment. Outgoing president
Blatter announced last week that the election for his successor would be held on Feb 26,
2016. Platini has positioned himself as one of the most outspoken opponents to Blatter’s
regime, and publicly called for him to stand down after seven FIFA Executive Committee
members were arrested on corruption allegations in raids in Switzerland prior to May’s
election. Blatter ignored those calls and was duly elected for a fifth term as president, only
to announce his intention to stand down on June 2 as world football’s governing body
became mired in scandal. Platini, 60, has since emerged as one of the most likely names to
run in the election and has the verbal support of four of the six confederations that make
up FIFA, with the strongly pro-Blatter Confederation of African Football and that of Oceania the only exceptions. The former
Juventus and France star eventually decided not to run in May’s election, having apparently seriously considered doing so
at one point, so if he does come forward this time it would indicate a confidence on his part that he can win. None of those
who have so far come forward appear as credible a candidate as Platini, who has been in charge of UEFA since 2007.

Pakistan Series Will Go
Ahead: Zimbabwe Cricket
Chairman

Long Trips Across Russia
Await Fans At 2018
World Cup

HARARE: Zimbabwe Cricket chairman Wilson Manase says
Pakistan’s incoming tour will go ahead next month with
a revised schedule. Pakistan was set for a month-long visit
from Aug. 17, then reportedly
decided to delay the limitedovers series so as not to
jeopardise its qualification for
the 2017 Champions Trophy,
which will be based on team
rankings on Septemer 30. For
now, Pakistan has the eighth
and final qualifying spot. But
Manase said Pakistan will
still come next month for a tour that was agreed to after
Zimbabwe traveled to Pakistan in May, ignoring its own
government’s safety advice to become the first test nation
to play in the country for six years. Zimbabwe first hosts
New Zealand for three one-day internationals and a oneoff Twenty20 from Sunday. A source in the Pakistan Cricket
Board told Dawn that the new schedule for the proposed
series was being reviewed by both boards but added that
tour would like take place at the end of September.

ST. PETERSBURG: Russia insists fans will not face problems
following their teams around Russia for the 2018 World Cup,
even as FIFA’s schedule gave some competitors lengthy
travel distances in the group
stage. FIFA announced the full
World Cup schedule Friday, a
day ahead of the preliminary
draw. Even though no venues
are in the Asian part of Russia,
some teams will rack up the
miles in the world’s largest
country. One team in Group
D will start in the western
exclave of Kaliningrad, near the border with Poland, before
heading more than 1,000 miles south to Volgograd and then
back north to St. Petersburg for a total distance of 2,064
miles (3,300 kilometers). Another team in Group G will head
from the southern city of Sochi, last year’s Winter Olympic
host, then Moscow before going east to Yekaterinburg in
the Ural Mountains for a total distance of 1,728 miles (2,800
kilometers). Still, the distances are far shorter than the ones
during last year’s tournament in Brazil.
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